40th Birthday Hamper Gifts: Fancy
Pantry
£69.29
IN STOCK

Quick Overview
40th Birthday Hamper Gifts are usually pretty boring, but we're on a
mission to make them more exciting. We're not venturing too far
from tried and tested products with this design, but it is elegant,
inoffensive and neatly customised. We think its one of the best
designed Hamper Gifts for a 40 year old's Birthday.

Product Options
Gender (Any One)
Male + £0.00
Female + £0.00

Details
The name Fancy Pantry evokes memories of an elegant era combined with sartorial cheekiness and that's what we wanted to come across with
our selection of gift products for our 40th Birthday Hamper Gift, when they were combined with the selected customised elements. We simply
wanted to design the best 40th Gift Hamper in the World. When we looked for a suitable chassis for our 40th Birthday Hamper gift, we saw that
the Fancy Pantry fitted perfectly. Socially and demographically, there is very little difference being someone hotting fifty and a new
quadragenarian, so the selection of traditional tastes married with some new product innovation was served perfectly by a Fancy Pantry
Collection of goods. The 40th Birthday Hamper Gift differs from conventional Birthday Hampers because several elements of the gift celebrate
the significance of the occasion. With its 40th Cake, You're Forty Mug and a free Gift Card celebrating the achievement of making it to the
Enlightened age, this Hamper Gift stands out as being special. The remaining elements serve their function of complementing a top quality
Birthday Hamper. The underlying role of these products is to base them in traditional quality, whilst focusing in on the gift theme of Tea &
Coffee. We've included Gold Taste Award Winning Producers and kept simple flavours. There is nothing outrageous in terms of taste in order to
stand out, just standard gold taste award winning black tea and high quality coffee bags, which will be sure to delight However just in case you
think we might be a trifle dull, we slipped in a little bottle of Green Tea Sparkling.

Additional Information
Contents
40th Birthday Ceramic Mug
40th Birthday Iced Chocolate Cake 400g
Shortbread House of Edinburgh Original Shortbread 150g
Killbeggan Original Oat Cookies 200g
Tregroes Bakery Toffee Waffles 260g
Holmes Bakery Milk Chocolate Shortbread 200g
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Holmes Bakery Caramel Fingers 200g
Holmes Bakery Honeycomb Bars 200g
Ooh Chocolata Fig & Orange Discs 100g
Lily O`Briens Dulce de Leche chocolate bar 80g
Green Lady Sparkling Tea Beverage 250ml
SD Bells Traditional Teabags (80)
New Kings Organic Coffee Bags (6's)
Qi Organic Earl Grey TeaBags 125g
Presented in a lined wicker Gift Basket with presentation lid
40th Birthday Gift Card For your Message
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